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Abstract

The Ideal Proof System (IPS) of Grochow & Pitassi (FOCS 2014, J. ACM, 2018)
is an algebraic proof system that uses algebraic circuits to refute the solvability of
unsatisfiable systems of polynomial equations. One potential drawback of IPS is that
verifying an IPS proof is only known to be doable using Polynomial Identity Testing
(PIT), which is solvable by a randomized algorithm, but whose derandomization, even
into NSUBEXP, is equivalent to strong lower bounds. However, the circuits that are
used in IPS proofs are not arbitrary, and it is conceivable that one could get around
general PIT by leveraging some structure in these circuits. This proposal may be even
more tempting when IPS is used as a proof system for Boolean Unsatisfiability, where
the equations themselves have additional structure.

Our main result is that, on the contrary, one cannot get around PIT as above: we
show that IPS, even as a proof system for Boolean Unsatisfiability, can be p-simulated
by a deterministically verifiable (Cook–Reckhow) proof system if and only if PIT is in
NP. We use our main result to propose a potentially new approach to derandomizing
PIT into NP.

1 Introduction

Proof complexity studies the lengths of proofs in various formal proof systems, and sits at
the intersection of algorithms, logic, and computational complexity. It is often the case that
we can view the run of an algorithm as a proof of its output; if we can then formalize a
proof system in which such proofs live, then lower bounds on the size of proofs in that proof
system imply lower bounds on the complexity of the algorithm (runtime, space, etc.).

One of the powerful features of proof complexity is that, once such a proof system is
identified, it is often the case that the proof system captures not just one algorithm, but a
whole family of algorithms. For example:

• the Resolution proof system [Rob65] for Boolean formulas captures all algorithms for
Boolean Satisfiability in the DPLL family;
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• the Cutting Planes proof system [CCT87] (originating in the cutting planes method
by Gomory [Gom63] and Chvátal [Chv73]) captures a family of branch-and-bound
algorithms based on certain tactics in Integer Linear Programming;

• and the Sum-of-Squares (or Positivstellensatz) proof system [GV01] captures algo-
rithms based on Semi-Definite Programming relaxations of integer optimization prob-
lems.

An example most relevant for us is:

• the Polynomial Calculus proof system [CEI96] captures algorithms that are based on
manipulation of polynomials, such as Gröbner basis algorithms.

It is natural to ask how such algebraic proof systems relate to more standard Boolean
proof systems. Classical line-by-line derivations of Boolean tautologies based on the modus
ponens rule (from A and A ⇒ B, derive B) form the Frege family of proof systems. If we
restrict each line to obey the syntactic restriction associated to some circuit class C, we get
so-called C-Frege; for example, when C = AC0, each line must be expressed as a formula
of constant depth. When C = AC0[p], the corresponding proof system is closely related to
algebraic proof systems. Indeed, an additional impetus to the development of such systems
was to get AC0[p]-Frege lower bounds, a problem which not only remains open to this day
(unlike AC0[p] circuit lower bounds [Raz87, Smo87]), but for which we have little formal
evidence that its resolution should be difficult. When C = P/poly, we get the Extended
Frege proof system, which can work with each line of the proof expressed as an arbitrary
Boolean circuit. Among the well-studied proof systems for Boolean tautologies, Extended
Frege is perhaps the most powerful.

In part to seek a new route to proof complexity lower bounds, in 2014 Grochow and Pitassi
introduced the Ideal Proof System (IPS) [GP18], which is at least as strong as Extended
Frege.

Definition 1.1 (Ideal Proof System, Grochow & Pitassi [GP18] (cf. [Pit96, Pit98])). Let R
be a ring. An IPSR certificate that a polynomialG(x) is in the ideal generated by polynomials
F1(x), . . . , Fm(x) is a polynomial C(x, y) over R such that

1. C(x, F (x)) = G(x), and

2. C(x, y) is in the ideal 〈y1, . . . , ym〉 ⊆ R[x, y]; equivalently, C(x, 0) = 0.

An IPS proof or IPS derivation of G from {F1, . . . , Fm} is an R-algebraic circuit computing
an IPS certificate, and an IPS refutation (of the solvability) of {F1, . . . , Fm} is an IPS proof
of the constant polynomial 1 from {F1, . . . , Fm}. (We sometimes omit the subscript R when
it is clear from context.)

IPS can be used as a proof system for unsatisfiable Boolean CNFs (the UNSAT problem)
as follows. Boolean formulas are translated into systems of polynomial equations as follows:

alg(x) := x alg(¬x) := 1− x alg(ϕ ∧ ψ) := alg(ϕ) · alg(ψ)
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and then to claim that a Boolean formula ϕ is satisfied, we include the polynomial 1−alg(ϕ)
in our initial set of polynomials. The remaining initial polynomials are the “Boolean axioms”
x2i − xi, for each variable xi, as setting these to zero enforces that in any potential solution,
each xi must be {0, 1}-valued. When comparing IPS to Boolean proof systems such as
AC0[p]-Frege or Extended Frege, it is typically this particular application of IPS as a proof
system for UNSAT that is used.

A key conceptual advantage of IPS is that proofs are just algebraic circuits, so that
one might hope to use algebraic circuit lower bounds techniques to get lower bounds on
proof systems. Indeed, this was achieved for several restricted versions of IPS by Forbes,
Shpilka, Tzameret, and Wigderson [FSTW21], Andrews & Forbes [AF22], and Govindasamy,
Hakoniemi, and Tzameret [GHT22]. These lower bounds were not for IPS as a proof system
for UNSAT, but rather on restricted versions of IPS as a proof system for:

Variety Emptiness1 over a field F

Input: A set F of polynomials over F
Decide: Is {F = 0 : F ∈ F} unsolvable over the algebraic closure F?

Equivalently, is the variety Z(F) empty?

However, one drawback of IPS is that, precisely because of its use of algebraic circuits,
proofs are not known to be verifiable deterministically in polynomial time, in contrast to the
other line-by-line proof systems mentioned above. Over fields, IPS proofs can nonetheless be
verified in randomized polynomial time [Pit96, GP18], using Polynomial Identity Testing—
known to be in coRP [DL78, Sch80, Zip79]—on the IPS derivation:

Polynomial Identity Testing (PIT)
Input: A field F and an algebraic circuit C over F
Decide: Does C compute the identically zero polynomial?

Equivalently, is C(α) = 0 for all α ∈ F
n
?

Some restricted subsystems of IPS can be verified by restricted versions of PIT that are
known to be in P, whereby those subsystems of IPS are deterministically verifiable. This,
along with showing that the Raz–Shpilka PIT algorithm for non-commutative formulas
[RS05] could be formalized in Frege, allowed Li, Tzameret, and Wang to show that non-
commutative formula IPS was quasi-polynomially equivalent to Frege [LTW18]. But in
general we do not know whether the use of PIT for verifying IPS proofs can be circumvented.

This paper is about precisely this issue. Derandomizing PIT—even getting it into
NSUBEXP—is essentially equivalent to certain flagship lower bounds [KI04, CIKK15, JS12].
Thus, while it is widely believed that PIT can be derandomized (and, consequently, that
IPS would be deterministically verifiable), doing so involves resolving a major open lower
bounds question.

Here we come to the first question answered by our main results. It seems intuitively
clear that one cannot verify an IPS certificate without using PIT, but

Question 1: Is it possible that IPS certificates are “special” in some way that
makes PIT for those circuits easier?
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Indeed, already in [GP18, Sec. 6] it was observed that the IPS derivations for given poly-
nomials G and F1, . . . , Fm form a coset of an ideal, and for IPS refutations (when G = 1),
that coset is even closed under multiplication. This is quite a lot of structure! Is there some
additional structure to IPS certificates that makes PIT easier? Our main result implies an
essentially negative answer to Question 1. (We discuss the “essentially” in Sections 1.1 and
7.2.)

The second question answered by our main results is about the relationship between
IPS and deterministically verifiable (a.k.a. Cook–Reckhow) proof systems. To state this
question we need the notion of p-simulation. Given a proof system P for a language L,
let proof-lenP(x) denote the length of the shortest P-proof that x ∈ L (we take this to be
infinite for x /∈ L). Then we say P p-simulates another proof system Q for L if, for every
x ∈ L,

proof-lenP(x) ≤ poly(proof-lenQ(x)).

That is, if what we care about is the distinction between polynomial-length versus super-
polynomial-length proofs, then P is at least as powerful as Q.

In an early version of [GP18], we had said (paraphrasing) “Surely nothing in our paper
has gone beyond ZFC, so IPS is p-simulated by ZFC.” It was pointed out to us by Pavel
Hrubeš and an anonymous reviewer that this was not so obvious. That feedback was in
fact the genesis of this paper (see Origin of the paper, below), and brings us to the second
question, which we answer (in the negative):

Question 2: Is it possible for IPS to be p-simulated by some Cook–Reckhow
proof system, without derandomizing PIT?

For IPS derivations in general, Alekseev, Grigoriev, Hirsch, and Tzameret [AGHT20,
Footnote 5] observed that PIT can be solved by the IPS Verification problem:

IPS Verification
Input: An algebraic circuit C, and polynomials G,F1, . . . , Fm

Decide: Is C an IPS certificate that G ∈ 〈F1, . . . , Fm〉?

Their observation is that a polynomial G computed by a circuit C is derivable from the zero
polynomial, if and only if G is itself the zero polynomial, that is, iff C ∈ PIT. Put another
way, IPS certificates that derive 0 from 0 are precisely the same thing as circuits that compute
the zero polynomial, and thus PIT ≤p

m IPS Verification. Since IPS Verification can
be solved by PIT, we have IPS Verification ≡p

m PIT (many-one,2 polynomial-time
equivalence), so one can be derandomized iff the other one can.

However, this observation does not seem to tell us much about IPS Verification for
Variety Emptiness, namely, instances of IPS Verfication where G = 1 (and the system
of equations F1 = · · · = Fm = 0 is unsatisfiable over the algebraic closure F), let alone about
whether IPS can be p-simulated by a Cook–Reckhow proof system. Indeed, the observation

2The straightforward use of PIT to verify an IPS proof is to query C(x, 0) and G(x) − C(x, F (x)). To
get this to be many-one, we instead use the AND-function for PIT: introduce two new variables z1, z2 and
ask whether z1C(x, 0) + z2(G(x)− C(x, F (x))) is identically zero.
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above is about using IPS as a proof system for the language “Can 0 be derived from 0?”,
which has a trivial and efficient Cook–Reckhow proof system, even though IPS for that
language is not Cook–Reckhow unless PIT ∈ P.

Further, from the complexity point of view, showing that a randomized proof system
P is p-simulated by a Cook–Reckhow system is nearly as good as showing that P itself
is Cook–Reckhow. For example, if P is a randomized proof system for a coNP-complete
language, and P is p-simulated by a Cook–Reckhow system, then P being p-bounded still
implies NP = coNP.

In the case of Variety Emptiness (a coNP-hard language that is in PSPACE in gen-
eral [Ier89], and in AM in characteristic zero assuming the Generalized Riemann Hypothesis
[Koi96]), one may wonder whether deriving 1 from a system of polynomial equations forces
enough structure on an IPS certificate to avoid needing the full strength of PIT for verifi-
cation. In the case of Boolean UNSAT, one may wonder further if the additional structure
coming from the fact that the polynomials Fi are the degree-3 translations of width-3 CNF
clauses, together with the Boolean axioms, is enough to avoid the necessity of PIT.

1.1 Main results, and an approach to derandomzing PIT

Our main results are that, in both of the above settings, not only does p-simulating IPS by
a Cook–Reckhow system imply that PIT is in NP, but in fact the two are equivalent.

Theorem A(=Theorem 3.3). PITF is in NP if and only there exists a Cook–Reckhow
proof system that p-simulates IPSF for Variety Emptiness over F.

The preceding result in fact works for arbitrary fields F if we replace NP by NPF in
the Blum–Shub–Smale model [BSS89] over F. However, when F is a finite field we have
NPF ≡p

m NP, and when F is an algebraic number field and we measure IPS size by total bit-
size, the result still holds with the usual Boolean definition of NP. In the following result,
we restrict our fields to finite fields or the rationals, and measure IPS size by total bit-size.

Theorem B (=Theorem 6.1). If there is a Cook–Reckhow proof system that p-simulates
IPS for Boolean UNSAT over fields of size ≤ poly(q, 2n) (where n is the size of the CNF),
then PIT is in NP for circuits over Q or over finite fields of size at most q.

Conversely, for any field F if PITF is in NP, then there is a Cook–Reckhow proof system
that p-simulates IPSF for UNSAT.

Unlike the case of IPS for Variety Emptiness, in our result for IPS for UNSAT, there
is a gap in the forward direction between the field IPS is over and the field PIT is over. We
discuss the source of this gap and the difficulty of closing it in Remark 1.2 and Section 7.2.

The forward direction of our results, in combination with results of Grochow & Pitassi
[GP18], suggest a potentially new approach for showing that PIT is in NP. Namely, for
any sufficiently powerful proof system P (say, above AC0-Frege) they showed that if there is
a family of Boolean circuits K solving PITF, and such that the so-called “PIT axioms for
K” (which they introduce, and we recall in Section 7.1) have short P-proofs, then IPSF is
p-simulated by P. If P is Cook–Reckhow, then by our results this would put PIT into NP.

One feature we find interesting about this proposal is that, unlike proposals based on
uniform pseudo-random generators, or uniform algorithms for special cases of PIT, our
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proposal is almost entirely non-uniform. All the uniformity has been “swept under the rug”
into the verifier for P. If one can merely show that such circuits K exist, and such P-proofs
of the PIT axioms for K exist, then it implies the uniform conclusion that PIT is in NP.

Without the details of the PIT axioms, one might think this is a triviality. Namely,
if there were polynomial-size circuits K for PIT, and polynomial-size proofs that those
circuits were correct, then to solve PIT in NP, the nondeterministic machine can guess both
the circuit K and its proof of correctness, and then use K to solve PIT (cf. CertP/poly
[Gro19]). A crucial aspect of this proposal, therefore, is how relatively weak the PIT axioms
are compared to fully proving that a circuit K correctly solves PIT.

We will discuss this in more detail in Section 7.1, but for now we highlight one important
aspect. Three of the four PIT axioms feel routine, and we expect would be easy to prove
for circuits K solving PIT. The trickiest, and likely strongest, of the PIT axioms is the
implication that if K says an algebraic circuit C is identically zero, then it should also say
that C, when Boolean variables p are plugged in for its algebraic variables, is still zero, that
is, that C evaluates to zero on the entire Boolean cube. Mathematically this is a triviality,
but the point is that the proof system cannot enumerate over the Boolean cube to prove it,
as such a proof would necessarily have exponential size. Instead the proof must work on the
resulting tautology where p are left as variables.

1.2 Proof technique for the main results

The converse directions of both results go back to [Pit96, GP18], as they follow just be-
cause IPSF verification can be done with PITF. Here we outline our proofs for the forward
directions.

Proof outline for Theorem 3.3. For the forward direction, we start with an algebraic circuit
C over a field F, and want to test (nondeterministically) whether C is the identically zero
polynomial. For IPS for Variety Emptiness, the idea is to encode C into a system of
polynomial equations gate by gate, e.g. for the multiplication gate v = u × w, we use the
equation:

gv − gu · gw = 0

where gv, etc., are new variables. We then add one new variable z and the additional equation

1− zC = 0,

whose solutions enforce that the output of C is invertible (Lemma 3.1, which actually works
over an arbitrary ring).

The key is to show that IPS has a short refutation of this system of equations. If fv is
the polynomial computed at the gate v, we show by induction on the structure of C that
IPS can derive gv − fv for every gate v. If IPS for Variety Emptiness is p-simulated
by a Cook–Reckhow system P, then the nondeterministic algorithm is to deterministically
produce the preceding equations, and then guess the short P-refutation of them and verify
it.

In addition to proving our first result, Lemma 3.1 will also play a role in the proof for
IPS for Boolean UNSAT.
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Proof outline for Theorem 6.1. For IPS for Boolean UNSAT, we ultimately need to encode
the preceding system of polynomial equations into a Boolean CNF, that IPS can still effi-
ciently reason about. Our strategy is as follows. First (Lemma 4.1), we find a field K such
that C computes a nonzero function over K iff C was not the identically zero polynomial.
If the original field F was a finite field, then we may take K to be an extension field whose
degree is sufficiently large (larger than log2 of the syntactic degree of C suffices, so, large
enough, but still polynomial in the input size). When the original field F is the rationals,
we may take K to be Z/pZ for a sufficiently large prime p—again, we find that there exists
a p of polynomial bit-size that suffices. In either case, K is a finite field.

Then we build the equations above, as in the case of Variety Emptiness, but now
thought of as algebraic circuits over the field K. We then encode these equations as Boolean
circuits. Moving from K to the prime field Fp ⊆ K uses the standard trick of viewing K

as a vector space over Fp; Lemma 5.2 ensures that IPSK can efficiently recover the original
equations over K from the new equations over Fp. (Note that if [K : Fp] = e, then there are
e times as many equations over Fp than over K, in e times as many variables.)

To go from these algebraic circuits over prime fields to Boolean CNFs, we now encode
arithmetic over Z/pZ in a Boolean circuit. The key here, again, is that from one of the
Boolean circuits we build, IPSFp

can efficiently reconstruct the original polynomial over Fp.
Here we must work in a binary encoding, not unary as in Santhanam & Tzameret [ST21],
as |Fp| could be exponential in n (e.g., in the case we started over Q). Much of the work to
encode binary arithmetic into Boolean circuits that can be reasoned about by IPS was done
in [AGHT20], for circuits over Z. Our main contribution here (Lemma 5.5) is to extend this
with a remainder-modulo-p Boolean circuit REMp, such that IPS (in characteristic p) can
efficiently prove that the input and output of REMp are two bit-strings that encode equal
elements of Fp. This then lets us prove Lemma 5.12, which is a mod-p version of Alekseev
et al.’s binary value principle.

The unsatisfiable CNF we produce from C is thus the end of all these procedures:

1. Find K,

2. build the equations as above over K,

3. encode them as more equations in more variables over the prime field Fp ⊆ K, and

4. then encode those equations using Boolean circuits, and

5. finally use the usual translation from circuits to CNFs.

Now, suppose IPSK is p-simulated by a Cook–Reckhow system P. Then the NP algorithm
is to guess the P-refutation of the resulting CNF (which is unsatisfiable iff C computes the
identically zero polynomial).

The key is to show that IPS, and hence P, has polynomial-size refutations of this CNF.
And for this, we basically read the above paragraphs in reverse order. From the CNF, IPS
(over any ring R) can reconstruct the Boolean circuits (Lemma 2.5). From the Boolean
circuits, the mod-p binary value principle (Lemma 5.12) tells us that IPS over any field of
characteristic p can efficiently reconstruct the equations over Fp. Lemma 5.2 then ensures
that IPSK can efficiently reconstruct the equations over K, and finally Lemma 3.1 says that
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IPSK has a short refutations of the equations over K. This completes the outline of the
proof.

Remark 1.2. It is the use of the field K that is responsible for the size bounds of 2poly(n) in
the statement of Theorem 6.1, and why it is only “essentially” an equivalence, since the field
F over which we put PIT into NP is not always the same as the field K for which IPSK for
Boolean UNSAT is p-simulated by a Cook–Reckhow system. Removing this “essentially”
is an interesting question. Here we just highlight why it seems to be needed in our present
proof.

When F is a finite field, if we had not used the field K, then it is possible that C is the
zero function over F, while not being the zero polynomial, e.g. the polynomial x3 − x over
F = F3. In this case, it is possible that the equations that end with 1 − zC = 0 are in
fact satisfiable over an extension field of F, even though they are unsatisfiable over F itself.
When we translate to Boolean equations, because of the Boolean axioms x2i −xi, the Boolean
equations only “see” the field Fp ⊆ K, so they would report that this system of equations
was unsatisfiable, when in fact from the algebraic perspective they should be satisfiable, thus
giving the wrong answer for PIT.

When F = Q is the rationals, a similar issue arises. Namely, to encode C into Boolean
circuits, we must limit the bit-size of the rationals that we consider. If we consider rationals
of too small a bit-size, it is possible that C is nonzero (as both a polynomial and a function
over Q), but that C evaluates to zero on all inputs of small bit-size. In this case, again we
have that the CNF sees an all-zero function, when we needed it to see that C was nonzero.
(Over Q there is also the issue that we can’t choose a small enough bit-size to faithfully
represent the function without moving to a finite field. For example, by repeated squaring,
the polynomial x2

n

has a circuit of size n, but even on input 2, the bit-size needed for the
output is 2n.)

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Proof complexity

Let Σ be a finite alphabet, Σ∗ the set of all finite words over Σ. A Cook–Reckhow proof
system for a language L ⊆ Σ∗ is a polynomial-time function P whose image is precisely all
of L. One may think of the inputs to P as proofs, and the output of P as the statement
proved by the proof. For x ∈ L, if P(π) = x, π is said to be a P-proof that x is in L.

A probabilistic proof system for a language L (see, e. g., [GP18, Def. 2.6]) is a probabilistic
polynomial-time algorithm P such that (1) P(π) ∈ L for all π, and (2) there is a surjective
function f : Σ∗ → L such that, for all π ∈ Σ∗, P(π) = f(π) with probability at least 2/3
over P’s random choices.

A proof system P (Cook–Reckhow or probabilistic) for a language L is polynomially
bounded or p-bounded if there is a polynomial p such that for all x ∈ L, there is a P-proof π
that x ∈ L with |π| ≤ p(|x|). If L has a p-bounded Cook–Reckhow proof system then L is
in NP [CR79]; if L has a p-bounded probabilistic proof system then L is in MA (e. g., [GP18,
Sec. 2]).
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2.2 Rings, fields, and Polynomial Identity Testing

By ring we mean a commutative ring with unit; ring homomorphisms must send 1 to 1. If
R is a ring and r1, . . . , rm ∈ R, then the ideal they generate is denoted 〈r1, . . . , rm〉. When
m = 1, we may write the quotient ring R/〈r1〉 by R/r1.

The characteristic of a field F is the smallest integer n such that 1+1+ . . .+1 = 0 (adding
1 to itself n times), or 0 if no such n exists. The characteristic of a field is necessarily always
0 or a prime p. The prime field of characteristic p ≥ 0 is the unique smallest field of that
characteristic: the rational field Q is the prime field of characteristic zero, and for p > 0
prime, the ring of integers mod p, Z/pZ = Fp, is the prime field of characteristic p.

A field K is an extension of a field F of degree e if F ⊆ K and the dimension of K as an
F-vector space is e. In this case we may write [K : F] = e for the degree of the extension.
Unless otherwise specified, all fields we consider will be finite-degree extensions of the prime
field of the same characteristic, that is, either finite fields or algebraic number fields (=finite
degree extensions of Q).

When we say a field F of characteristic p is “given” (e.g., as input to a computational
problem) we mean that p is specified in binary, and the coefficient vector of an irreducible
square-free polynomial f over the prime field of characteristic p such that F = Fp[x]/f(x) if
p > 0 or F = Q[x]/f(x) if p = 0. Once F is given by such a pair (p, f), elements of F are
given as vectors of dimension deg f over the prime field of characteristic p. In characteristic
zero, rationals are specified in the usual way by a pair of integers written in binary, and in
characteristic p, an element of the prime field Fp is specified by the usual binary description
of one of the integers {0, . . . , p − 1}. A polynomial g over F is given by its list of nonzero
coefficients (and the corresponding exponents of the associated monomial) unless otherwise
specified.

Finally, we will need the following result.

Lemma 2.1 (Polynomial Identity Testing Lemma, [DL78, Sch80, Zip79]3). Let f be an
n-variable polynomial over a field F, and S ⊆ F. If f is not the zero polynomial, then

Pr
x∈Sn

[f(x) = 0] ≤
deg f

|S|
.

2.3 Circuits

An algebraic circuit C over a ring R is a directed acyclic graph in which each source is
labeled by a variable xi (variables may appear multiple times) or an element of R, and each
non-source vertex is labeled either as a multiplication gate, an inversion gate (of in-degree
1), or a linear combination gate. Multiplication gates have in-degree at most 2, while linear
combination gates may have arbitrary in-degree. We call a gate v syntactically constant if
every input that has a directed path to v is a constant; in this case, the constant computed at
v is independent of the input, and we denote it fv, for consistency with our notation for other
gates. Division gates are only allowed when their denominator v is syntactically constant
and fv is invertible in R. The incoming edges to a linear combination gate are labeled by

3The finite field version of this result goes back to Ore [Ore22]. A beautifully simple proof of the result
over finite fields was given by Moshkovitz [Mos10].
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elements of R. Each gate computes a polynomial over R in the following standard inductive
way: input gates compute the polynomial corresponding to their label. For other gates v, let
fv denote the polynomial computed at v. If v = u×w is a product gate, then fv = fu ·fw. If
v is a linear combination gate with incoming edges from gates u1, . . . , uℓ with corresponding
constants c1, . . . , cℓ on the edges, then fv =

∑ℓ
i=1 cifui

. If v = 1/u is an inversion gate, then
fv = 1/fu (recall such gates are only allowed when u is syntactically constant and a unit
in R). The polynomial(s) computed by C are the list (fv1 , . . . , fvk) where v1, . . . , vk are the
sink gates, also called output gates.

There are several measures of the “size” of a circuit. The depth of a circuit C, denoted
depth(C), is the longest direct path from any source (input) to any sink (output). We denote
the number of edges of C by wires(C) and the number of gates by gates(C). When we speak
of the “size” of a circuit, we may mean wires or gates; up to polynomial factors the choice is
immaterial. The product-depth of C is the maximum number of multiplication gates on any
directed path from an input to an output, which we denote prod-depth(C).

A circuit is constant-free if the only constants from F used in the circuit are {0, 1,−1};
other constants may be built up from these using gates. Note that our constant-free circuits
still allow division gates by syntactically constant nonzero denominators; this is the same
as [AGHT20, Def. 14]. Over the rational numbers, constant-free circuits of polynomial size
compute the same class of functions as circuits of polynomial total bit-size. Over any field
F, constant-free circuits can only compute polynomials over the prime field contained in F,
since they have no way to build constants that are outside of the prime subfield.

Definition 2.2 (Syntactic degree). The syntactic degree sdeg(C) of a circuit C is defined
recursively as follows:

sdeg(v) =







1 if v is a variable or constant input gate

max{sdeg(vi) : i = 1, . . . , k} if v =
∑k

i=1 αivi

sdeg(u) + sdeg(w) if v = u× w

sdeg(u) if v = 1/u

The syntactic degree of a circuit C is the maximum syntactic degree of its output gates.

Note that we have defined the syntactic degree of a constant input to be 1, not zero as
might be expected for a constant; also the syntactic degree of 1/u is the same as u, not the
negative of sdeg(u) as one might expect. These are both in order to account for bit-size,
that is, in order to make part 2 of the following observation hold. The following observation
is standard, and can be proved by induction:

Observation 2.3. 1. The degree of the polynomial(s) computed by C is always at most
sdeg(C).

2. The bit-length of any coefficient appearing in the polynomial computed at any gate of
C is at most log2(sdeg(C)).

3. The syntactic degree of a circuit C with product gates of fan-in 2 is at most 2prod-depth(C).
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One advantage of the syntactic degree over the usual degree is that the syntactic degree is
easily calculated (in logspace) from the structure of the circuit, whereas the actual degree of
the polynomial computed by C requires more computation in order to check for cancellation
of potential high-degree terms.

2.4 Reductions

A p-projection [Val79] over a ring R from a vector x of variables to a vector y of variables is
an assignment to each y-variable of either an x-variable or a constant from R. A p-projection
is constant-free if the only constants from R used are {0, 1,−1}. For a complexity class C, a
p-projection is C-uniform if the aforementioned assignment can be computed, given x, in C.
We will see logspace-uniform constant-free p-projections in Lemma 3.1, where x is a vector
representing the coefficients of an algebraic circuit and y is a vector representing coefficients
of a system of equations.

In the construction of the field K (Lemma 4.1), we will need to say that something
is constructible “in NP”, so that it can be used as a subroutine in the NP algorithm for
PIT that is being built in the proof. We formalize this as follows. A nondeterministic
function is a “function with multiple outputs”, or equivalently, a relation f ⊆ D × R (with
“domain” D and “range” or codomain R). Even though they are relations, we prefer to
think of them as functions; thus, rather than writing (d, r) ∈ f , we say that r is an output
of f(d), or write f(d) 7→ r (even though there may be more than one r for a given d). A
nondeterministic function f is total if for all d ∈ D, there is at least one r ∈ R such that
f(d) outputs r. For a finite alphabet Σ, TFNP [MP91] or equivalently NPMVgt [Sel94], is the
class of nondeterministic total functions where membership in the corresponding relation
f is decidable in P, and for each d ∈ D, there exists an r ∈ R such that (d, r) ∈ f and
|r| ≤ poly(|d|).

2.5 Translating between versions of SAT in IPS

Here we show that some standard reductions between different versions of SAT can all be
efficiently simulated in IPS. We use the following standard (un-negated) algebraic translation
of Boolean functions:

alg(x) = x

alg(¬ϕ) = 1− alg(ϕ)

alg(ϕ ∧ ψ) = alg(ϕ)alg(ψ)

alg(ϕ ∨ ψ) = 1− (1− alg(ϕ))(1− alg(ψ))

This translation has the property on {0, 1} assignments α that alg(ϕ)(α) = ϕ(α) (where
on the left-hand side the output is the number 0, 1 ∈ F, while on the right-hand side the
value is 0 or 1 representing the Boolean values True and False). In particular, this means
that the polynomial equation 1 − alg(ϕ) = 0 is satisfied by an input α ∈ {0, 1}n iff the
Boolean function ϕ is satisfied by viewing α as an assignment to the Boolean variables.
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We begin by showing that an all-at-once algebraic translation of a CNF and a clause-by-
clause algebraic translation of a CNF (resulting in a number of algebraic equations equal to
the number of clauses) are equivalent from the point of view of IPS.

Lemma 2.4. Let R be a ring. Given a k-CNF ϕ = κ1 ∧ · · · ∧ κm in with clauses κi,
from {1 − alg(κi) : i = 1, . . .m},there is a constant-free IPSR derivation of 1 − alg(ϕ) of
size poly(m), and conversely from 1 − alg(ϕ) and the Boolean axioms x2i − xi, there is a
constant-free IPSR derivation of 1− alg(κi) of size poly(k,m).

This lemma also follows from the fact that the corresponding derivations can be done in
low-depth Frege, and IPS simulates Frege [Pit96, GP18].

Proof. From the definition of the algebraic translation, we have alg(ϕ) =
∏m

i=1 alg(κi).
We claim that

C(x, y) = 1−

m∏

i=1

(1− yi)

is a linear-size, depth-two IPS derivation of 1 − alg(ϕ) from {1 − alg(κi) : i = 1, . . . , m}.
First, if we substitute 1 − alg(κi) for yi for each i = 1, . . . , m, then by definition of the
standard algebraic translation we get 1− alg(ϕ), as desired. Furthermore, if we substitute 0
for all the yi’s, then we get C(x, 0) = 1 −

∏m
i=1(1 − 0) = 1 − 1 = 0. Thus C is a valid IPS

certificate deriving 1− alg(ϕ) from the 1− alg(κi).
Conversely, suppose we start with 1 − alg(ϕ) and the Boolean axioms x2i − xi. Let our

placeholder variables be y0 for 1−alg(ϕ), and y1, . . . , yn for x21−x1, . . . , x
2
n−xn. Let C1(x, y)

be a derivation of alg(κi)
2 − alg(κi) from the Boolean axioms (this is a special case of, e. g.,

[GP18, Lem. 3.6]). Then we claim that

D = (1− alg(κi))y0 − C1 ·
∏

j 6=i

alg(κj)

is an IPS derivation of 1 − alg(κi). If we substitute in 1 − alg(ϕ) for y0 and the Boolean
axioms for y1, . . . , yn, then we get

(1− alg(κi))(1− alg(ϕ))− (alg(κi)
2 − alg(κi))

∏

j 6=i

alg(κj)

= (1− alg(κi))

(

1−

m∏

j=1

alg(κj)

)

+ (1− alg(κi))alg(κi)
∏

j 6=i

alg(κj)

= (1− alg(κi))

(

1−

m∏

j=1

alg(κj)

)

+ (1− alg(κi))

m∏

j=1

alg(κj)

= 1− alg(κi).

Finally, since C1 was an IPS derivation by assumption, we have C1 ∈ 〈y1, . . . , ym〉. Since
D is of the form y0 · ∗ + C1 · ∗, it is visibly in the ideal 〈y0, y1, . . . , ym〉, as required, and is
thus a valid IPS certificate deriving 1− alg(κi) from 1− alg(ϕ) and the Boolean axioms.
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We now consider one of the standard reductions from CIRCUIT-SAT to CNF-SAT. We
begin by recalling the reduction. Given a circuit C(x1, . . . , xn) of size s, we introduce a new
variable for each of the s many gates, namely xn+1, . . . , xn+s.

• If g = ¬h, then we add to our CNF the clauses (xg ∨ xh) ∧ (¬xg ∨ ¬xh).

• If g = h∧k, then we add to our CNF the clauses (¬xg∨xh)∧(¬xg∨xk)∧(xg∨¬xh∨¬xk).

• If g = h∨k, then we add to our CNF the clauses (¬xg∨xh∨xk)∧(xg∨¬xh)∧(xg∨¬xk).

• If g = C is the output gate, then we add the clause (xg) to our CNF.

Let r1(ϕ) denote the resulting CNF Boolean formula.

Lemma 2.5. Over any ring R, there is an IPSR derivation of 1−alg(C) from 1−alg(r1(C))
and the Boolean axioms, of size at most O(gates(C)).

Proof. By Lemma 2.4, we may equivalently start from 1 − alg(κi) where κi are the clauses
of the CNF r1(C).

For each internal gate g, if we denote ϕg the Boolean formula computed at g, then we will
show by structural induction that there is a short IPS proof of xg − alg(ϕg) from alg(r1(C)).

• If g = ¬h, then we have alg(ϕg) = 1 − alg(ϕh). By assumption, there is a short
IPS proof of xh − alg(ϕh) from alg(r1(C)). For the two clauses added to our CNF
corresponding to the gate g, we have

1− alg(xg ∨ xh) = (1− xg)(1− xh) 1− alg(¬xg ∨ ¬xh) = xgxh.

We underline the uses of the axioms or previously derived polynomials in the following
derivation:

− (1− xg)(1− xh) + xgxh − (xh − alg(ϕh))

= −1 + xg + xh − xgxh + xgxh − xh + alg(ϕh)

= xg − (1− alg(ϕh)) = xg − alg(ϕg).

This adds a single linear combination gate on top of previous derivations and the
axioms.

• If g = h ∧ k, we have alg(ϕg) = alg(ϕh) · alg(ϕk), and the algebraic translations of our
added clauses are:

1− alg(¬xg ∨ xh) = xg(1− xh) 1− alg(¬xg ∨ xk) = xg(1− xk)

1− alg(xg ∨ ¬xh ∨ ¬xk) = (1− xg)xhxk.

Then we have the following derivation:

− (1− xg)xhxk + xk · xg(1− xh) + xg(1− xk) + xk · (xh − alg(ϕh)) + alg(ϕh) · (xk − alg(ϕk))

= −xhxk + xgxhxk + xkxg − xgxhxk + xg − xgxk + xkxh − xkalg(ϕh) + xkalg(ϕh)− alg(ϕh)alg(ϕk)

= xg − alg(ϕh)alg(ϕk) = xg − alg(ϕg).
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Note that, because this is an IPS derivation, we may assume that there is a circuit “on
the side” that computes the entire circuit alg(ϕ), and then when we need, e. g., alg(ϕh)
as a coefficient in this derivation, that is simply another outgoing edge from the gate
in alg(ϕ) corresponding to h.

With this convention, aside from the overall additive size of ϕ (which only gets added
once), this derivation adds a layer of 3 product gates followed by a single linear com-
bination gate, for 4 additional gates in total.

• If g = h∨k, we have alg(ϕg) = 1−(1−alg(ϕh))(1−alg(ϕk)). The algebraic translations
of the corresponding CNF clauses are:

1− alg(¬xg ∨ xh ∨ xk) = xg(1− xh)(1− xk)

1− alg(xg ∨ ¬xh) = (1− xg)xh 1− alg(xg ∨ ¬xk) = (1− xg)xk.

Then we have the following derivation:

xg(1− xh)(1− xk) + (xk − 1)xh(1− xg)− xk(1− xg)

+ (1− xk)(xh − alg(ϕh)) + (1− alg(ϕh))(xk − alg(ϕk))

=xg − xgxh − xgxk + xgxhxk + xkxh − xkxhxg − xh + xhxg − xk + xkxg

+ xh − alg(ϕh)− xkxh + xkalg(ϕh) + xk − xkalg(ϕh)− alg(ϕk) + alg(ϕh)alg(ϕk)

=xg − alg(ϕh)− alg(ϕk) + alg(ϕh)alg(ϕk) = xg − alg(ϕg).

As in the case above, we need only incur the cost of calculating alg(ϕh) as a coefficient
once throughout the entire proof. The remainder of this derivation adds a layer of 3
“1− x” gates, a layer of 3 product gates, and then a final linear combination gate, for
a total of 7 additional gates.

Finally, at the output gate g, we will have derived xg − alg(C). Since the final clause is
translated to 1− xg, we may add these two together to get 1− alg(C), as claimed.

3 From algebraic circuits to systems of equations

In this section we show how to go from circuits that compute the identically zero polynomial
to unsatisfiable systems of polynomial equations. In addition to playing a key role in the main
result, this already will let us prove a version of our main result for Variety Emptiness
(rather than UNSAT), which we do at the end of this section.

Given a set F of n-variable polynomial equations over a ring R, we define their common
zero locus over a ring S ⊇ R by

Z(F)S := {v ∈ Sn : (∀F ∈ F)[F (v) = 0]}.

In this section only, we refer to Z(F) as the (affine) scheme defined by F . Two schemes
defined by F and F ′, respectively are isomorphic if there is an isomorphism of rings

R[x1, . . . , xn]/〈F : F ∈ F〉
∼=
→ R[x1, . . . , xn]/〈F : F ∈ F ′〉.
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Lemma 3.1. For any ring R, there is a logspace-uniform constant-free p-projection trans-
forming any input R-algebraic circuit C into a system of equations FC over R, of degree at
most 2, such that for all extension rings S ⊇ R, there is a bijection

{v ∈ Sn : C(v) is invertible in S} ↔ Z(FC)S.

(In fact, this bijection is an isomorphism between the varieties or schemes Z(1−zC) ⊆ An+1

and Z(FC); indeed, Z(FC) will be a graph over Z(1− zC).)
Furthermore, when C ≡ 0, there is an IPSR certificate for the unsolvability of FC

computable by a circuit whose number of wires is O(wires(C)), whose depth is at most
depth(C) + 2, and where the only constants used in the IPS proof are 0, 1,−1 and those
used in C.

While increasing the depth by 2 may seem like a significant cost in terms of depth
(especially for low-depth circuits), we note that in fact the IPS certificate has the form
z ·F +yi where depth(F ) ≤ depth(C) (see the last paragraph of the proof), so the additional
2 in the depth is only for multiplying by a variable, then adding another variable.

Proof idea for Lemma 3.1. We build up equations that simulate the circuit C gate by gate,
and then add one additional variable and equation saying that C is nonzero, namely 1−zC =
0.

Proof of Lemma 3.1. Let C be an R-algebraic circuit. For each gate v of C we will have a
new variable gv, as well as one additional variable z. The system of equations FC will be

gv − x if v is an input gate with variable x

gv − c if v is an input gate with constant c

gv −

k∑

i=1

αigui
if v is a linear combination gate v =

∑

αiui

gv − gugw if v is a product gate v = uw

gvgu − 1 if v is an inversion gate v = 1/u

1− zgC for the output gate gC

(Recall that inverseion gates are only allowed when the input is syntactically constant and
invertible.) Note that the only constants used in FC are ±1 and the constants already
present in C; it is clear that this is a logspace-uniform p-projection.

The bijection from the set of inputs that make C evaluate to an invertible value to the
variety Z(FC) is given as follows. For each gate v, let fv denote the polynomial computed at
v, and we write fC for the polynomial computed by C. Given an input vector α ∈ Sn such
that C(α) is invertible, we assign each gate variable gv the value of fv(α). Since we assumed
C(α) is invertible, we assign z its inverse. The map in the other direction is to take any
solution (x, g, z) to FC and simply consider the x part of the vector. This map is injective
because the values of the g variables and z are uniquely determined by x.

(To see that this map is an isomorphism of schemes, we show what it corresponds to at
the level of rings. The ring homomorphism R[x, z]/〈1−zfC〉 → R[x, g, z]/〈FC〉 is simply the
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inclusion of subrings. In the opposite direction, x and z are mapped to themselves, while
each variable gv gets mapped to the polynomial fv(x). It is readily verified that these are
mutually inverse ring homomorphisms.)

Finally, we will exhibit the claimed IPSR proof that FC is unsatisfiable when C ≡ 0. The
key is the following claim:

Claim. From the above equations FC, IPS can derive gv − fv for every gate v in the circuit
by a derivation whose number of wires depends linearly on wires(C) and whose depth is at
most that of C.

We proceed by structural induction.

• If v is an input gate with variable x (resp., constant c), then fv = x (resp., fv = c),
and the equation gv − x (resp., gv − c) is one of the equations in FC .

• If v =
∑
αiui is a linear combination gate, then suppose by induction that we have

derived gui
− fui

for all i. Then starting from the axiom gv −
∑k

i=1 αigui
, we add

∑
αi(gui

− fui
), and the result is then gv −

∑
αifui

= gv − fv.

• If v = uw is a product gate, suppose by induction we have derived gu − fu, gw − fw.
Then we derive gv−fv = gv−fufw as follows, where the first line exhibits this in terms
of the previously derived polynomials and the equations of FC :

(gv − gugw) + (gu − fu)(gw − fw) + fw(gu − fu) + fu(gw − fw)

=(gv − gugw) + (gugw − fugw − fwgu + fufw) + (fwgu − fwfu) + (fugw − fufw)

=gv − fwfu = gv − fv.

To get the coefficients fw, fu in the preceding derivation, the IPS certificate contains
a copy of the circuit C, and simply uses the output of the gate u (resp., w) to get fu
(resp., fw). The rest of the IPS certificate follows the above induction.

• If v = 1/u is an inversion gate, suppose by induction we have derived gu − fu. Re-
call that, by assumption, fu is an invertible constant. We use the following linear
combination

1

fu
[(gvgu − 1)− gv(gu − fu)]

to get gv − 1/fu = gv − fv, as desired.

Thus, there is an IPS derivation with number of wires O(wires(C)) and the same depth
as that of C, that derives gC − fC . This completes the proof of the claim.

Now, if C ≡ 0, then fC = 0, so gC − fC , which IPS efficiently derived, is in fact just gC .
Then using the final equation we derive z · gC +(1− zgC) = 1. This step increases the depth
by 2, and shows that 1 is in the ideal 〈FC〉.

Remark 3.2. We note that the above proof uses the full power of circuit-based IPS, in the
sense that the pattern of re-use of the derived equation gv − fv is nearly the same in the IPS
certificate as the pattern of re-use of the output of the gave v in the original circuit C.
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We now come to the version of our main theorem for Variety Emptiness (rather than
UNSAT).

Theorem 3.3. Let F be a finite field or an algebraic number field. Measuring IPS proof size
by total bit-size, we have:
There exists a Cook–Reckhow proof system that p-simulates IPSF for Variety Emptiness

over F

⇐⇒
PITF is in NP.

Proof. (⇐) If PIT over F is in NP, then IPS (with size measured as total bit-size) has
NP-verifiable proofs. Our Cook–Reckhow proof system takes as input an IPS certificate
F (x, y), together with the two NP certificates for the two instances of PIT F (x, 0) = 0 and
F (x,FC)− 1 = 0. This is directly seen to p-simulate IPS.

(⇒) Suppose there is a Cook–Reckhow proof system P that p-simulates IPS for Variety
Emptiness over F. We give an NP algorithm for PIT over F. Given an algebraic circuit
C of bit-size n over F consider the following steps. From Lemma 3.1, in logspace we then
construct a system of equations FC over F such that C is the identically zero polynomial
iff FC is unsatisfiable over the algebraic closure F. Furthermore, when FC is unsatisfiable,
there is an IPS proof of this whose size is poly(n). Then, by assumption, FC thus also has a
short refutation in the Cook–Reckhow system P. The NP machine now guesses and verifies
a short P-refutation for FC . If it finds one, it returns YES (the circuit C was identically
zero). Otherwise it returns NO.

4 From nonzero polynomials to nonzero functions over

a finite field

In this section we lay out the definitions and machinery that allow us to go from nonzero poly-
nomials over a field to nonzero functions over some finite field, encapsulated in Lemma 4.1.

Lemma 4.1. (From nonzero polynomial to nonzero function over a finite field) Let F be a
finite field or the rational numbers. Let C be a F-algebraic circuit of total bit-size s, computing
a polynomial of degree d. Then there is a finite field K of order at most O(max{2s, d}) such
that (1) evaluating C over inputs from K is well-defined,4 and (2) the function Kn → K

computed by C is not the zero function if and only if C is not identically zero as a formal
polynomial, and (3) K can be constructed in TFNP = NPMVgt.

In the case of characteristic zero, we may take K = Fp for any prime p > max{2s, d},
and if F = Fq with q a prime power, we may take K = Fqe for any e such that qe > d.

4While this notion hopefully makes intuitive sense, we can formalize it as follows. Let p be the charac-
teristic of F; so p is either 0 or a prime, and in the former case we have Z/pZ = Z/0Z = Z. Let K be the
set of coefficients appearing in all polynomials at all gates of C, and let (Z/pZ)[K] be the ring over Z/pZ
generated by K. Then when we say “evaluating C over inputs from K is well-defined,” what we mean is that
there is a ring homomorphism ϕ : (Z/pZ)[K] → K that sends 1 to 1, and we consider C as a circuit over K
by applying ϕ to all constants and gates in the circuit.
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In particular, if C is a constant-free circuit over Q, then any prime p > sdeg(C) works,
by Observation 2.3. In the case of finite fields, we may take any e > log2 sdeg(C).

Proof of Lemma 4.1. We handle characteristic zero and positive characteristic separately.
Characteristic zero. In characteristic zero, for each gate v, let fv denote the polynomial

over Q computed at gate v. Let D(fv) be the set of integers appearing as the denominators
of the coefficients of fv, when each coefficient is put into reduced form (the numerator and
denominator are coprime). Let D =

⋃

v∈C D(fv). Then C computes a well-defined function
over Z/mZ for any integer m such that every element of D is coprime to m.

Now we show that there exists a prime p that is coprime to every element of D, has
bit-length at most poly(|C|), and such that the function Fn

p → Fp computed by C is not the
zero function if and only if C is not identically zero as a polynomial. Since the bit-length of
any constant appearing in C is at most s by assumption, if p > 2s then all of the nonzero
constants appearing in C are coprime to p, and have well-defined and nonzero reductions
modulo p.

If C is the identically zero polynomial, then clearly C computes the identically zero
function on Fn

p . Conversely, if C is not identically zero as a polynomial, then for p > d (the
degree of the polynomial computed by C), the PIT Lemma 2.1 implies that the function
Fn
p → Fp computed by C is nonzero.
By Bertrand’s Postulate, there exists a prime p in between max{2s, d} and 2max{2s, d},

and thus the order of Fp is at most 2max{2s, d} and C computes a nonzero function over
Fp. This proves existence for the case of characteristic zero.

To find such a p constructively, a nondeterministic machine can guess a bit-string of
length ⌈log2max{2s, sdeg(C)}⌉, prepend it with a 1, and then verify whether the integer
encoded by that bit-string is prime.

Positive characteristic. In the case of a finite field of order q, we move to an extension
field of Fq to find a nonzero function. As in the case of characteristic zero, once qe > d,
the PIT Lemma 2.1 implies that the function computed by C over Fqe is nonzero iff C is
not identically zero as a formal polynomial. It thus suffices to take any integer e such that
qe > d. Since d ≤ sdeg(C) ≤ 2prod-depth(C), if we take e = ⌈logq sdeg(C)⌉ + 1, we then have
that log2 |Fqe| ≤ O(prod-depth(C)) ≤ O(|C|)). This completes the proof of existence.

In order to efficiently construct K = Fqe, we will need to be able to construct an irre-
ducible polynomial of degree e over Fq . We only need to do this in an NP fashion, which
can be done by nondeterministically guessing a polynomial of degree e and then verifying
that it is irreducible in time poly(e, log q) with the standard algorithm (see, e. g., [vzGG13,
Thm. 14.37].

Remark 4.2 (On the level of constructivity). For our results, we only needed an upper
bound of NPMVgt on constructing K, but in fact we can do quite a bit better.

In the case of characteristic zero, finding a prime p in the right range can be done in
Las Vegas randomized time (expected polynomial time with zero error, which one might
call ZPPMVgt), rather than just NPMVgt, as follows. A random n-bit number is prime with
probability ∼ 1/n (essentially equivalent to the Prime Number Theorem), and after guessing
a random number of n bits, primality can be verified in P [AKS04]. This can be repeated
until a prime is found, which on expectation happens after O(n) trials. Derandomizing
algorithms for constructing primes is a well-known open question.
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In the case of characteristic p, finding an irreducible polynomial over Fp whose degree is
in the right range can in fact be done deterministically in polynomial time, using either of
the following theorems:

Theorem 4.3 (Shoup [Sho90]). Given as input a prime p and target degree e, there is
an algorithm that constructs a polynomial of degree e that is irreducible over Fp in time
Õ(p1/2e4), where the Õ hides factors polynomial in log p and log e.

Theorem 4.4 (Adleman & Lenstra [ALJ86]). There is a constant c > 0 and an algorithm
which, given as input a prime p and target degree e, constructs a polynomial of degree in the

range
[

e
(c log p)

, e
]

that is irreducible over Fp in time O((e log p)c).

5 Simulating circuits over finite fields by Boolean cir-

cuits with short IPS proofs

Let Fq be a finite field of order q = pe with p prime and q ≤ 2poly(n). We will show how to
simulate arithmetic over Fq via CNFs, in such a way that IPS has short derivations of the
standard translations of the CNFs. This is similar to the encodings of arithmetic used in
Santhanam & Tzameret [ST21] and in Alekseev, Grigoriev, Hirsch, & Tzameret [AGHT20],
with some key differences. In the former, they simulate arithmetic over finite fields but
using a unary encoding, whereas in our case we need to use the binary encoding because our
field size can be exponential. In the latter, they simulate arithmetic over Q using a binary
encoding, but do not need to deal with taking the numbers modulo some prime. In this
section we extend the machinery of [AGHT20] to handle arithmetic in positive characteristic,
which essentially improves on [ST21] by using a binary encoding. Our key addition here is
a Boolean circuit implementing the remainder-mod-p operator, yet that IPS can still reason
about efficiently.

5.1 From circuits over finite fields to circuits over finite prime

fields

In this section, we recall the following standard construction and lemma to reduce the case
of Fpe to the case of Fp with p prime. Note that, since we assume pe ≤ 2poly(n), that we have
e ≤ poly(n).

Definition 5.1 (Vectorization of circuits over a field extension). Suppose K is a degree-e
extension field of a field F, and let ι : K → Fe be an F-linear bijection such that ι−1(e1) = 1,
where e1 = (1, 0, . . . , 0). We define VECK/F and VALK/F as follows:

• Given v ∈ Fe, we define VALK/F(v) := ι−1(v).

• For a vector of variables xi,1, . . . , xi,e over F, we define VALK/F(xi) :=
∑e

j=1 ι
−1(ej)xi,j ,

where ej ∈ Fe is the j-th standard basis vector

• For α ∈ K, VECK/F(α) := ι(α) ∈ Fe.
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• For a variable xi over K, we define VECK/F(xi) := (xi,1, . . . , xi,e) where each xi,j is a
new variable over F

• For a linear combination gate F =
∑k

i=1 αiGi over K, we proceed as follows. For any
α ∈ K, we define Lα : F

e → Fe by the composition:

Fe ι−1

→ K
×αi→ K

ι
→ Fe

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Lα

.

Then we define VECK/F(F ) :=
∑k

i=1 Lαi
(VECK/F(Gi)), where the sum here is sum as

elements of Fe, i.e. e parallel independent addition gates over F. Since each Lαi
is

F-linear, these can be combined with the sum
∑k

i=1 into a single linear combination
gate.

• We define PRODK/F(x, y) as follows. The linear maps Lα above give an e-dimensional
representation of rings λ : K → Me(F), by λ(α) := Lα. Since we have assumed
ι−1(e1) = 1, it follows that the first column of the e× e matrix Lα is the same as ι(α),
i. e., the vector representation of the corresponding element of K. Let π : Me(F) → Fe

be the projection onto the first column. Then we define PRODK/F(x, y) to be a depth-3
circuit over F that takes in 2e inputs and has e outputs, and implements the following
composition:

Fe × Fe ι−1×ι−1

→ K×K
λ×λ
→ Me(F)×Me(F)

mult
→ Me(F)

π
→ Fe.

The key non-trivial part here is the e × e matrix multiplication, which can be imple-
mented by the usual depth-2 circuit of size O(e3), viz. (A ·B)ij =

∑e
k=1Aij ·Bjk. (The

depth of 3 comes from precomposing this circuit with the linear maps λ ◦ ι−1. Post-
composing with the linear projection π can be absorbed into the linear combination
gate

∑e
k=1 without changing the depth.)

For a multiplication gates F = G×H over K, we define

VECK/F(F ) := PRODK/F(VECK/F(G),VECK/F(H)).

• We similarly define INVK/F(x) as an e-input, e-output, depth-3 circuit over F that
implements the following composition:

Fe ι−1

→ K
λ
→Me(F)

inv
→ Me(F)

π
→ Fe.

If F = 1/G is an inversion gate (recall: these are only allowed when G is syntactically
constant and invertible), then we define VECK/F(F ) := INVK/F(VECK/F(G)).

Lemma 5.2 (Vectorization lemma for circuits over field extensions). Suppose C is an alge-
braic circuit over K, and K is a degree-e extension field of a field F, and let ι : K → Fe be
an F-linear bijection such that ι−1(e1) = 1. Let C ′ := VECK/F(C).

1. C ′ can be constructed from the description of C in logspace.
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2. The following is a polynomial identity, hence has a trivial IPSK derivation from no
axioms:

VALK/F(VECK/F(C)) ≡ C(VALK/F(VECK/F(x))).

3. The various size measures of C ′ can be bounded as follows:

wires(C ′) ≤ e · wires(C) +O(e3) · gates(C)

gates(C ′) ≤ O(e3) · gates(C)

depth(C ′) ≤ 3 · depth(C)

prod-depth(C ′) = prod-depth(C)

Remark 5.3. If, in the above observation, we desired a circuit C ′′ over F with a single
output that was guaranteed to be a nonzero function when C 6≡ 0, instead of C ′ with multiple
outputs, it is actually a little bit tricky. (This will not be an issue for our application, but
is a natural question.) Certainly one of the output gates of C ′ computes a nonzero function
over F. But how to tell which one? More flexibly, there exists an F-linear combination of
the e output gates that will produce a nonzero function (in fact, a positive fraction of all
such linear combinations will have this property), but how to find one deterministically?
Although we do not know how to answer this question, we note that this problem need not
be as hard as finding a nonzero linear combination among e polynomials, when such a linear
combination is guaranteed to exist. For, in our case, the e polynomials we are looking at
are guaranteed to be the e coordinates of a single algebraic circuit over K, whose size is
comparable to the size of the e-output F-circuit we ended up with.

5.2 From circuits over finite prime fields to Boolean circuits

We now focus on the case F = Fp with p > 0 prime; by our assumption, we have p ≤ 2poly(n).
For consistency, we follow the notation of [AGHT19, Section 5]. Whereas they worked in
the two’s complement notation over Z, we will (mostly) work with ordinary binary encoding
for {0, . . . , p − 1} over Z/pZ, encoded into bp := ⌊log2 p⌋ + 1 bits; note that bp ≤ poly(n).
We will essentially work over Z, but we will take our results modulo p after each operation
(addition or multiplication). When we take a product of two elements of Z in {0, . . . , p−1},
it may be as large as p2, hence require ∼ 2bp bits to represent, but this is still poly(n).

We use the VAL operation (which takes a bit-vector to the corresponding integer it rep-
resents in two’s complement notation), and the ADD,PROD,BIT Boolean circuits from
[AGHT19]. We define the VAL+ operation to be an “unsigned” version of their VAL opera-
tion, in ordinary (rather than two’s-complement) binary notation, that is,

VAL+(x) :=

b−1∑

i=0

2ixi,

where b is the number of bits in (i. e., the length of) the bit-vector x.
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Definition 5.4 (The binary value mod p operation VALp). Given a bit vector xb−1xb−2 . . . x0,
denoted x, we define the following algebraic circuit with Z/pZ coefficients:

VALp(x) :=
b−1∑

i=0

2ixi (mod p).

Note that here we are working in Z/pZ, so each 2i (mod p) is in fact an element of {0, . . . , p−
1}, as is the entire sum.

Lemma 5.5. For each b ≥ 1, there is a Boolean circuit REMp(x) with b variables and bp
outputs such that

1. 0 ≤ VAL+(REMp(x)) < p for all x and VAL+(REMp(x)) ≡ VAL+(x) (mod p).

2. IPSFp
efficiently derives VALp(REMp(x))− VALp(x) from the Boolean axioms.

3. Given b, p as input, REMp can be constructed in time poly(b, log2 p) (in particular, it
has size at most poly(b, log2 p))

We suppress the dependence on b from the notation, since it is implied by the number of
bits in the bit-vector x.

Proof idea. The circuit essentially implements the following pseudo-code:

for i = len(x)-1 down to 0 do

if 2^i * p <= x then:

x = x - 2^i * p

end if

end for

return x

The loop is unrolled into a circuit. Each iteration of the loop corresponds to a part of the
circuit that looks intuitively like

“if x < 2ip then x, else x− 2ip”.

Although it is open whether or not IPS can reason about inequalities—in general this can
be done iff IPS is equivalent to the Cone Proof System [AGHT20]—in this case we are able
to get around this potential issue as follows.

It is the use of the conditional actually helps save us from having to really deal with
inequalities, as follows. As a Boolean circuit, the conditional is syntactically of the form
(ϕ ∧A) ∨ (¬ϕ ∧B), where ϕ encodes the inequality x < 2ip, A encodes continuing to use x
and running the remaining i− 1 iterations, and B encodes replacing x by x− 2ip and then
running the remaining i− 1 iterations. The algebraic translation of this has the form:

alg(ϕ)alg(A) + (1− alg(ϕ))alg(B) + alg(ϕ)(1− alg(ϕ))alg(A)alg(B).

Since A and B have polynomial-sized Boolean circuits, their translations have polynomial-
size algebraic circuits. The final term here is cancelable by deriving alg(ϕ)2 − alg(ϕ) from
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the Boolean axioms—since ϕ has a small Boolean circuit—and then multiplying that by the
polynomial-sized circuit alg(A)alg(B).

For the remaining two terms, as long as IPS can prove that both alg(A) and alg(B) are
equal to VALp(x), it can efficiently derive that the whole thing has value equal to VALp(x),
viz.:

alg(ϕ)(alg(A)−VALp(x)) + (1− alg(ϕ))(alg(B)− VALp(x))

=(alg(ϕ)alg(A) + (1− alg(ϕ))alg(B))− VALp(x).

Finally, we mention an issue that is not technically needed for correctness, and is obvious
in retrospect, but was a stumbling block in discovering the proof. We note that the for loop
does not need to know “when to stop subtracting multiples of p”. For, if at any point, the
value of x has come to lie in the interval {0, . . . , p− 1}, whenever xi = 1 after that, we have
that x < p, so the remaining iterations will simply have no effect on x, as desired.

Before coming to the proof, the proof idea above has already highlighted the need for the
following lemma, as we will apply it repeatedly for each iteration of the for loop.

Lemma 5.6 (Composition Lemma). Let C(x), D(x) be two b-input, b-output Boolean cir-
cuits, where D has size s. Suppose there are IPS derivations of

VALp(C(x))− VALp(x) and VALp(D(x))− VALp(x)

from the Boolean axioms, of sizes t and r, respectively. Then there is an IPS derivation of

VALp(C(D(x)))− VALp(x)

from the Boolean axioms, of size t + r + poly(s).

Proof. In addition to the IPS certificates stated, we will also need the IPS derivation of the
Boolean equations for D(x) (that is, Di(x)

2 − Di(x)) from the Boolean axioms [GP18, cf.
Lem. 3.6]. We call these three certificates F,G,H , that is, we have

F (x, 0) = 0 G(x, 0) = 0

F (x, x2 − x) = VALp(C(x))− VALp(x) G(x, x2 − x) = VALp(D(x))− VALp(x)

Hi(x, 0) = 0

Hi(x, x
2 − x) = Di(x)

2 −Di(x).

where F has size t, G has size r, and H has size poly(s).
We claim that

J(x, y) := F (D(x), H(x, y)) +G(x, y)

is an IPS derivation of VALp(C(D(x))− VALp(x) of size t+ poly(s) + r + 1. The circuit D
has size s, the circuit H has size poly(s) [GP18, Lem. 3.6], F has size t, G has size r, and we
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incur one additional gate for the addition between F and G, but that +1 can be absorbed
into the poly(s) summand.

To see that J is an IPS derivation as claimed, we calculate:

J(x, 0) = F (D(x), H(x, 0)) +G(x, 0)

= F (D(x), 0) + 0 (since Hi, G are IPS certificates)

= 0 (since F is an IPS certificate)

Finally, we have

J(x, x2 − x) = F (D(x), H(x, x2 − x)) +G(x, x2 − x)

= F (D(x), D(x)2 −D(x)) +
(
VALp(D(x))− VALp(x)

)

=
(
VALp(C(D(x)))−VALp(D(x))

)
+
(
VALp(D(x))−VALp(x)

)

= VALp(C(D(x)))− VALp(x).

Here, the second lines follows from the above properties of Hi and G, and the third line
follows from substituting in D(x) for x in F (x, x2 − x).

Corollary 5.7. Suppose C1(x), . . . , Ck(x) are k Boolean circuits each with b inputs and b
outputs, each of size at most s. Suppose there are IPS derivations of

VALp(C i(x))−VALp(x)

of size ti from the Boolean axioms. Then there is an IPS derivation of

VALp(C1(C2(· · · (Ck(x))))−VALp(x)

of size
∑k

i=1 ti + k · poly(s).

Proof. By induction on k ≥ 2. The base case is Lemma 5.6. Now suppose k > 2 and the
result holds for k; we will show it holds for k + 1. By induction, we have that there is
an IPS derivation of VALp(C1(C2(· · · (Ck(x)))) − VALp(x) of size

∑k
i=1 ti + poly(k, s). By

assumption, there is an IPS derivation of VALp(Ck+1(x))−VALp(x) of size tk+1, and Ck+1(x)
has size at most s. By applying Lemma 5.6 with C = C1 ◦ · · · ◦ Ck and D = Ck+1, we get
that there is an IPS derivation of VALp(C1(C2(· · · (Ck+1(x))))−VALp(x) from the Boolean

axioms of size
∑k

i=1 ti+k ·poly(s)+tk+1+poly(s) =
∑k+1

i=1 ti+(k+1)·poly(s), as claimed.

Observation 5.8. Given i and p, a Boolean circuit LTi,p can be constructed in time
poly(i, log p) such that LTi,p(x) = 1 if and only if VAL+(x) < 2ip.

Proof. In time poly(i, log2 p) we can calculate the binary representation BIT(2ip), by taking
the binary representation of p and shifting it to the left (padding with zeros in lower-order
bits) by i bits. We then use a standard circuit for comparing integers, LT(x, y). Because
of the structure of the proof of Lemma 5.5 as outlined above, the details of LT won’t be
important, so long as it has polynomial size.
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Now we come to the proof of Lemma 5.5 for the remainder circuit REMp.

Proof of Lemma 5.5. We formalize the above proof idea.
We define the subcircuit that we will use to do the conditional subtraction as:

SUBPRODp(x, i) := ADD(0x,PROD(BIT(−2i),BIT(p))),

and we use SUBPRODp,j to denote the j-th bit of the output of SUBPRODp. We note
that inside SUBPROD, the operations BIT, ADD, and PROD use the two’s-complement
representation, as in [AGHT20], in order to handle the necessary subtraction. This is why
the x argument to SUBPROD is prepended with 0 (the sign bit) before being passed to
ADD. In our applications of SUBPROD, we will be guaranteed that both the input and
output are non-negative, and will simply never use the sign bit (even though it is crucial
inside the SUBPROD circuit in order to do the subtraction).

We introduce new temporary variables xib−1, x
i
b−2, . . . , x

i
0, where x

i is the value stored
in the variable x in the pseudo-code above after the i-th iteration. These new variables
technically correspond to gates in the circuit; to describe what gates they are we describe
the unrolled pseudo-code.

x0 :=x

xij :=
(
LTb−i,p(x

i−1) ∧ xi−1
j

)
∨ (¬LTb−i,p(x

i−1) ∧ SUBPRODp,j(x
i−1, b− i)) (i ≥ 1)

REMp(x) :=x
b

Since REMp has b iterations, and each iteration has size poly(b, log2 p), overall REMp has
size poly(b, log2 p), as claimed.

We now show that IPS over a field of characteristic p has small (of size poly(b, log2 p))
derivations of VALp(x

i+1)−VALp(x
i) for all i = 1, · · · , b. By applying Corollary 5.7, we then

get an IPS derivation of size poly(b, log2 p) of VALp(x
b)−VALp(x

0), which is, by definition,
the same as VALp(REMp(x))−VALp(x), as desired.

Fix i ∈ {1, . . . , b}. Let

ϕj :=alg(SUBPRODp,j(x
i−1, b− i))

ψ :=alg(LTb−i,p(x
i−1)

In the variables xi−1, we have that VALp(x
i) is

VALp(x
i) =

b−1∑

j=0

2j
(
ψxi−1

j + (1− ψ)ϕj + ψ(1− ψ)ϕjx
i−1
j

)
.

=ψ
b−1∑

j=0

2jxi−1
j + (1− ψ)

b−1∑

j=0

2jϕj + ψ(1− ψ)
b−1∑

j=0

2jϕjx
i−1
j

=ψVALp

(
SUBPRODp(x

i−1, b− i)
)

+ (1− ψ) VALp(x
i−1) + ψ(1− ψ)χ,
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where χ =
∑

j 2
jϕjx

i−1
j .

Since χ is a linear-sized sum of circuits that are the algebraic translation of Boolean
circuits of polynomial size, χ itself is computed by an algebraic circuit of polynomial size.
Since ψ(1 − ψ) is the algebraic translation of a polynomial-size Boolean circuit, from the
Boolean axioms IPS derives ψ(1 − ψ)χ in polynomial size (e. g., [GP18, Lem. 3.6]). This
handles the last term, and we are left to handle the first two summands.

By [AGHT19, Lem 5.1] we have that IPS over Z derives the following in poly(b, log2 p)
size:

VAL(SUBPRODp(x
i−1, b− i))−

(
VAL(xi−1)− 2ip

)
(1)

Taking that IPSZ derivation modulo p, we get an IPSFp
derivation of

VALp(SUBPRODp(x
i−1, b− i))−VALp(x

i−1), (2)

since the final term in (1) was a multiple of p, and is thus zero in Fp.
Now we multiply the preceding derivation of (2) by ψ, and we add to it the derivation of

ψ(1− ψ)χ to get an IPSFp
derivation of size poly(b, log2 p) of

ψ
(
VALp(SUBPRODp(x

i−1, b− i))− VALp(x
i−1)
)
+ ψ(1− ψ)χ

which is equal, by definition and a tiny algebraic manipulation, to

VALp(x
i)− ψ(VALp(x

i−1)− (1− ψ)(VALp(x
i−1)).

which then simplifies to
VALp(x

i)−VALp(x
i−1),

as claimed.

Corollary 5.9. There are Boolean circuits ADDp(x, y) and PRODp(x, y), each with 2bp
input bits and bp output bits, each of size poly(bp), such that

1. VAL+(ADDp(x, y)) < p and VAL+(PRODp(x, y)) < p; and

2. IPS over Fp has proofs of size poly(bp) of

VALp(ADDp(x, y))− (VALp(x) + VALp(y))

and
VALp(PRODp(x, y))− (VALp(x)× VALp(y))

from the Boolean axioms.

Proof. Define ADDp(x, y) as REMp(ADD(x, y)) and PRODp(x, y) as REMp(PROD(x, y)).
The IPS derivations follow from [AGHT19, Lemma 5.1] (taking their derivations in IPSZ

modulo p), Lemma 5.5, and one application of the Composition Lemma 5.6. The size bound
follows by observing that in the case of addition, since x and y are each bp bits, the output of
ADD is bp+1 bits, so we use REMp on bp+1 bits, which has size poly(bp+1) by Lemma 5.5.
Similarly, in the case of multiplication, the output of PROD has at most 2bp bits, so we use
REMp on 2bp bits, which has size poly(2bp).
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We now have all the results and machinery in place to define the mod p analogue of the
BIT extraction operator from [AGHT19, Def. 24], and to prove the mod p analogue of their
binary value lemma.

Definition 5.10 (Bit extraction operator modulo p, BITp). Let F be an algebraic circuit
over Fp. For j = 0, . . . , bp − 1, we define BITp,j to denote the circuit constructed recursively
as follows (which computes the j-th bit of the output of F ). To each algebraic variable xi,
we associate bp Boolean variables xi,0, xi,1, . . . , xi,bp−1.

• If F = xi for an (algebraic) variable xi, then BITp,j(F ) := xi,j .

• If F = α ∈ Fp, then BITp,j(F ) is the j-th bit of the usual binary representation of α,
thinking of α as an element of {0, . . . , p− 1}.

• If F = G+H , then BITp(F ) := ADDp(BITp(G),BITp(H)).

• If F = G×H , then BITp(F ) := PRODp(BITp(G),BITp(H)).

The proof of the following lemma is essentially the same as [AGHT19, Lemma 5.1],
mutatis mutandis, replacing BIT with BITp, ADD with ADDp, and PROD with PRODp,
with an important exception in the base case where C = xi is a variable, which we discuss
in the following remark.

Remark 5.11. In the case of a variable xi, our BITp operator is not merely the mod-p
version of the BIT operator of Alekseev et al. [AGHT19]. In their setting, they assume
their algebraic variables satisfy the Boolean axioms x2i − xi = 0, whereas in our setting
we are attempting to simulate an algebraic circuit not just on Boolean inputs, but on all
inputs from a finite field of exponential order. The Boolean assumption in their setting
lets them define BIT0(x) = x and BIT1(x) = 0, and then it is a polynomial identity that
VAL(BIT(x)) = x, so there is nothing to derive. To achieve the same in our setting, rather
than deriving F −VAL(BIT(F )) as they do, we assume that the inputs to F on the left-hand
side are already of the form VALp(BITp(xi)). Thus, the base case of the following lemma is
still a polynomial identity that needs no derivation. Once one has established this base case,
and modifying their definition of syntactic length so that the syntactic length of a variable
is bp rather than just 2, the remainder of their proofs are entirely inductive and go through
mutatis mutandis using our p operators and the lemmas developed in this section.

Lemma 5.12 (Binary value principle modulo p). For any algebraic circuit F (x1, . . . , xn) of
total bit-size s over a prime finite field Fp, there is an IPSFp

proof of size poly(s, log p) of

F (VALp(BITp(x)))− VALp(BITp(F )),

from the Boolean axioms for the variables xi,j (i = 1, . . . , n, j = 0, . . . , bp − 1).
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6 Main Theorem

Theorem 6.1. PIT for circuits of bit-size n, over Q or over finite fields of size ≤ q, is in
NP if there is a Cook–Reckhow proof system that p-simulates IPS for Boolean UNSAT over
finite fields of size ≤ poly(q, 2n), with IPS size measured by bit-size.

Conversely, if PITF is in NP, then there is a Cook–Reckhow proof system that p-simulates
IPSF for Boolean UNSAT, with IPS size measured by bit-size.

Proof. (⇐) If PIT is in NP, then IPS (with size measured as total bit-size) has NP-verifiable
proofs, which is essentially equivalent to being Cook–Reckhow. IPS plus the witness for the
NP verifier for PIT form a Cook–Reckhow proof system.

(⇒) Suppose there is a Cook–Reckhow proof system P that p-simulates IPS for UNSAT-
CNF over fields of order ≤ poly(q, 2n). We give an NP algorithm for PIT over Fq or the
rationals. Let F ∈ {Fq,Q}. Given an algebraic circuit C of bit-size n over F consider the
following steps.

1. By Lemma 4.1, there is a finite field K of size at most 2poly(n) such that C computes
a well-defined function CK : K

n → K, and such that CK is not the zero function if
and only if the original circuit C does not compute the identically zero polynomial.
Furthermore, K can be constructed in TFNP = NPMVgt.

2. From Lemma 3.1, in logspace we then construct a system of equations FC over K

such that C is the identically zero polynomial iff FC is unsatisfiable over K iff FC is
unsatisfiable over K. Furthermore, when FC is unsatisfiable, there is an IPSK proof of
this whose size is poly(n).

3. Let p = charK. We extend the BITp operator to tuples as BITp((F1, . . . , Fk)) :=
(BITp(F1), . . . ,BITp(Fk)). Then

S := {BITp(VECK/Fp
(Fi)) : Fi ∈ FC}

is a set of vectors of Boolean circuits such that C is identically zero as a polynomial iff
these Boolean circuits cannot simultaneously all evaluate to zero. In other words, C ∈
PIT iff the conjunction of the negations of the Boolean circuits in S is unsatisfiable.

4. Let ¬S := {¬Γ : Γ ∈ S}. Reduce each ¬Γ from a circuit to CNF as in Section 2.5.
Since the conjunction of all the ¬Γ’s (Γ ∈ S) is unsatisfiable iff C ∈ PIT, we may
treat the conjunction of all these CNFs as a single, large CNF ϕ, and ϕ is unsatisfiable
iff C ∈ PIT.

5. We claim that, when ϕ is unsatisfiable (equivalently, when C ∈ PIT), ϕ has a short
IPS refutation; we will prove this claim below. Then, by assumption, ϕ thus also has
short proofs in the Cook–Reckhow system P. The NP machine now guesses and verifies
a short P-refutation for ϕ. If it finds one, it returns YES (the circuit C was identically
zero). Otherwise it returns NO.

This completes the description of the NP algorithm for PIT. All the remains is to prove
the claim in the final step, that ϕ has a short IPS refutation.
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Suppose ϕ is unsatisfiable. Then IPS refutes 1−alg(ϕ) = 0 as follows. By Lemma 2.4, IPS
can efficiently derive 1−alg(κi) for each clause κi of the CNF ϕ. Since ϕ was constructed as
the CNF reduction of a conjunction of ¬Γ for all Γ ∈ S, each ¬Γ contributed a certain subset
of the clauses {κi}. Again by Lemma 2.4, from the individual clauses IPS can efficiently
derive the CNF reduct of each ¬Γ. By Lemma 2.5, IPS then efficiently derives 1−alg(¬Γ) for
each circuit Γ ∈ S. Note that 1−alg(¬Γ) = alg(Γ) (identically as polynomials, by definition
of the algebraic translation alg(•), see Section 2.5). Thus, so far, IPS has efficiently derived
alg(Γ) for each Γ ∈ S.

Now, by definition of S, this is the same as having derived {alg(BITp(VECK/Fp
(Fi))) :

Fi ∈ FC}, where here we also extend the alg operator to vectors, namely alg((F1, . . . , Fk)) :=
(alg(F1), . . . , alg(Fk)). We also extend the VALp operator to tuples mutatis mutandis. Now,
since VALp(BITp(VECK/Fp

(Fi))) is simply a linear combination of the algebraic circuits in the

tuple alg(BITp(VECK/Fp
(Fi))), by taking one more linear combination, IPSFp

has efficiently

derived VALp(BITp(VECK/Fp
(Fi))) for each Fi ∈ FC.

Now, separately, for shorthand let F̂i := Fi(VALp(BITp(x))). By Mod p Binary Value

Principle (Lemma 5.12), from the Boolean axioms IPSFp
efficiently derives V ECK/Fp

(F̂i) −

VALp(BITp(V ECK/Fp
(Fi))) for each Fi ∈ FC .

Adding the results of the previous two paragraphs, IPS (so far, just over Fp) has de-

rived VECK/Fp
(F̂i) for each Fi ∈ FC . Finally, the operator VALK/Fp

is simply taking a
certain K-linear combination of its arguments; by applying this operation IPSK has now
efficiently derived VALK/Fp

(VECK/Fp
(F̂i)) for each Fi ∈ FC . By Lemma 5.2, the latter is

identically the same as the polynomial F̂i. Thus, so far IPSK has efficiently derived all of
FC ◦(VALp(BITp(x))) (that is, each Fi in FC , composed with VALp(BITp(xi)) for each input
variable xi).

Finally, we follow the above with a slight twist on the IPSK refutation of FC from step 2
of the algorithm (which relied on Lemma 3.1), because we don’t quite have FC , but rather we
have FC ◦(VALp(BITp(x))). However, as IPS derives the constant polynomial 1 from FC , we
may compose that IPS derivation with VALp(BITp(x)) as well and still get an IPS derivation
of 1. That is, if D(x, y) is the IPS certificate refuting FC , then D(VALp(BITp(x)), y) is an
IPS certificate refuting FC ◦ (VALp(BITp(x))). This completes the proof that IPSK has
a short refutation of ϕ, thus completing the proof of correctness of the NP algorithm for
PIT.

7 Future directions and open questions

7.1 A route to derandomizing PIT into NP?

We now describe in more detail the potential new route to putting PIT into NP that was
sketched in Section 1.1. We begin by recalling the following definition and result from
Grochow & Pitassi [GP18]. In the description of their PIT axioms, we follow their notational
conventions. Namely, we underline parts that consist of the proposition variables of the
relevant Boolean formula. For an algebraic circuit C(x) in algebraic variables x = x1, . . . , xn,
we use brackets [C(x)] to denote the bit-wise description of C(x). Note that when combined,
[C(x)] denotes a collection of Boolean variables which, when assigned values, are interpreted
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as the description of the algebraic circuit C(x) (but C is not specified in advance, it depends
on the values of the Boolean variables). Tuples of algebraic variables are denoted x, y, . . . ,
while tuples of Boolean variables are denoted p, q, . . . .

Definition 7.1 (PIT axioms, [GP18, Def. 5.1]). Let K be a family of Boolean circuits. The
PIT axioms for K are:

1. K([C(x)]) → K([C(p)].

Here, the variables on the left-hand side are Boolean variables q encoding an algebraic
circuit. On the right-hand side, there are additional Boolean variables p, and some of
the variables of q—namely, those which describe the input algebraic variables x—have
been replaced by constants or p in such a way that [C(p)] encodes a circuit that plugs
in the {0, 1}-valued variables pi for the input algebraic variables xi.

2. K([C(x)]) → ¬K([1 − C(x)]).

Here, there is a single set of Boolean variables q describing an algebraic circuit C(x).
There is a Boolean function ϕ such that if q is the description [C(x)], then ϕ(q) is a
description of 1− C(x). With this notation, the above axiom is the same as

K(q) → ¬K(ϕ(q)).

Similar conventions apply to the remaining axioms.

3. K(G(x)) ∧K([C(x, 0)]) → K([C(x,G(x))])

4. K([C(x)]) → K([C(π(x))]) for all permutations π of the n variables x1, . . . , xn.

Grochow & Pitassi prove the following result for C-Frege for various circuit classes C, but
it is clear that the same proof works to give the following more general statement, mutatis
mutandis.

Theorem 7.2 (cf. Grochow & Pitassi [GP18, Thms. 1.4 and 1.6]). Let P be any proof system
that implicationally p-simulates AC0-Frege. If there is a family K of polynomial-size Boolean
circuits solving PITF, and such that the PIT axioms for K have polynomial-size P-proofs,
then P p-simulates IPSF for UNSAT-CNF (with size in IPS measured by total bit-size).

Our suggestion of how one might prove that PIT is in NP is then encapsulated in the
following corollary:

Corollary 7.3. Let P be any Cook–Reckhow proof system that implicationally p-simulates
AC0-Frege. If there is a family K of polynomial-size Boolean circuits that correctly solves
PITF over fields of size ≤ poly(q, 2n), and such that the PIT axioms for K have polynomial-
size P-proofs, then PIT—for circuits over Q or finite fields of size ≤ q—is in NP.

Proof. Under these hypotheses, by Theorem 7.2, IPSF over fields of size ≤ poly(q, 2n) is
p-simulated by the Cook–Reckhow system P. By our Main Theorem 6.1, it follows that PIT
over Q or fields of size ≤ q is in NP.
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One aspect we find potentially interesting about this approach is that, on the one hand,
since PIT is in BPP, we know that PIT is in P/poly, so in some sense the “whole question”
of derandomizing PIT is one of “uniformizing” PIT, in the sense of “removing the use of
non-uniformity.” On the other hand, in Corollary 7.3, neither the circuit family K nor the
short P-proofs for the PIT axioms need to be uniform; they can be non-uniform, and as
long as they exist (and have polynomial size), it implies the uniform conclusion that PIT is
in NP (essentially, via the uniformity in the proof-checker for P). This particular aspect of
this proposal makes this approach feel, at least to this author, like it would be significantly
different from approaches based on pseudo-random generators or on unconditional deran-
domization of PIT for specific circuit classes, either of which seem to require more uniform
solutions.

7.2 Open questions

Open Question 7.4. Can we improve Theorem 6.1 for IPS for UNSAT to use the same
field for both IPS and PIT, as the result for Variety Emptiness (Theorem 3.3) does?

In either the case of finite fields or the rationals, this would seem to need a new approach;
see Remark 1.2 for more discussion.

Open Question 7.5. What is the relationship between IPS over different fields, especially
when viewed as proof systems for Boolean UNSAT?

For two distinct primes p and q, if we take an unsatisfiable system of polynomial equations
over Fp, and use the techniques of this paper to produce an unsatisfiable CNF ϕ such that
IPSFp

can derive the original polynomial equations from ϕ, is ϕ hard for IPSFq
?

We note that even for extension fields the answer is not immediately apparent. With the
Nullstellensatz or PC proof systems, a certificate exists over an extension field K ⊇ F if and
only if a certificate exists over the ground field F; this follows because certificates in those
systems can be viewed as solutions to certain (unions of exponentially large) linear equations
over F, and linear equations have the property that they have solutions over an extension
field iff they have solutions over the ground field. Interestingly, because of the equivalence
between linear VPdet-IPS and PC (where proof size in PC is measured by number of lines)
[GP18, Prop. 3.4], this tells us that the power of linear VPdet-IPS only depends at most on
the characteristic of the field. But for general IPS we have no such equivalence (though IPS
certificates are the solutions of polynomial equations, see the proof of [GP18, Prop. 3.2], with
Koiran).

We may similarly ask about PIT over different fields:

Open Question 7.6. What is the relationship between the various versions of PIT over
different fields?

Other fields. Lastly, can our results be extended to other fields, such as algebraic number
fields or C? Over algebraic number fields we suspect the answer is yes, using just a little
additional number theory to get an analogue of Lemma 4.1. Over C we also suspect the
answer is yes, using methods similar to Koiran [Koi96]. Over something like a function field,
or the field of fractions of the coordinate ring of a variety, we do not have strong intuition
about the result, but expect it to be quite a bit more complicated to resolve.
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Origin of the paper5

Ever since we worked on IPS in 2013, it was a natural question as to whether IPS verification
could be done deterministically, somehow avoiding the worst case of PIT, and simultaneously
putting IPS into the class of Cook–Reckhow proof systems. After Hrubeš and an anonymous
reviewer pointed out to us that it was not even obvious that ZFC p-simulated IPS (see p. 4,
Section 1), Toni Pitassi and I talked about what difficulty ZFC might have in p-simulating
IPS. A (seemingly) key issue was that it was unclear whether ZFC—as a proof system for
Boolean UNSAT—could prove the PIT Lemma (reproduced as Lemma 2.1 above), whose
proof is based on a (probabilistic) counting argument. If this was not obvious even for such
a powerful proof system as ZFC, it was natural to wonder whether the same difficulty would
be encountered by trying to p-simulate IPS by any one Cook–Reckhow proof system, and
hence whether such a p-simulation entailed some derandomization of PIT.

In February of 2022, while unpacking some boxes, I was trying to think of new projects to
work on with Toni Pitassi, and decided (somewhat randomly) to think about this question
again. How could one encode the identically vanishing of an algebraic circuit C into an
unsatisfiable system of polynomial equations? The natural, well-known trick from algebraic
geometry (going back probably to Hilbert if not earlier) is to add an equation like 1−zC = 0,
which forces the output of C to be invertible. And the natural trick from circuit complexity,
going back at least to Ben-Or [Ben83] if not earlier, is to add a new variable for each gate,
and equations enforcing that the gate variables compute the polynomials at the gate. This
combination led to Lemma 3.1, which is what made it clear the probably the rest could be
worked out. I didn’t realize how long it would take and how much work it would be!
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